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Speaker Scores: Max 5, Min 1
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General Meeting Scores: Max 5, Min 1
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Value of the meeting: Max 5, Min 1
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Comments

• Very well organised

• Good course

• The expert panel was great

• A female perspective on work/life balance would be good

• Excellent course

• Learned lots of things that will enable me to start my consultant career

• Thanks to the organisers

• Great value for money

• Chilly

• Excellent Course

• Would be interesting to understand more about NHS and trust structure and payments 
from GPs to Hospitals



Comments

• An excellent and inspiring course covering aspects of transition to consultant life that I 
hadn’t considered

• EVERY registrar should attend this

• Thanks very much

• Medicolegal would be good to have less background info and more practical examples

• Explanation of hospital management structure

• Excellent course

• Practical and relevant to my practise

• Value for money

• Very high level of speakers

• Great venue, food and entertainment

• Well done and thanks



Comments

• This course was very well organised and delivered

• Ben and Olly and all the organising team: I couldn’t recommend this 
course more highly- extremely well thought out; content was 
excellent with fantastic speakers. This course has opened my eyes to 
life as an early consultant and found your advice extremely valuable. 
Many thanks for your hard work”

• Excellent course, very useful insight into aspects of medical practice 
that, as a trainee, you have no exposure to.

• Really useful panel discussion, helpful perspective from different 
clinicians and tax / legal expert. Thank you Ben and Olly



Comments

• Could we have a booklet of handouts in advance to take notes on?
• This was excellent. Thanks very much
• High yield: has made me think about things in a different way. Panel 

discussion excellent. I will recommend to colleagues
• Thank you for a great course. Room was a little cold.
• Really helpful and useful
• I just wanted to thank you for the course, it really was excellent and

one of the more useful ones I have been to. 
Lots of information and amazing speakers, particularly Prof Canter and
Vanessa Sanders.

• May be interesting to get a chief exec along to talk
• Venue pretty; room a touch cold



Comments

• Excellent course with useful topics covered

• Leadership really well done and summarised

• Happy to “spread the word”

• Very good content and speakers

• Dining hall very cold

• Useful coming up to CCT

• This is a useful course with a good mixture of expertise. Prof Canter 
was overall the best session


